The three provinces are Alberta, Ontario, and Newfoundland. The first of these songs was written fairly recently by John Leeder and was transcribed from his singing by Rosaleen Gregory. John would have preferred to see it written in 6/4 time but our music-writing program didn’t offer that time signature. He has provided us with the following background information about the subject of the song:

The Swift Fox (vulpes velox), a small fox native to the Great Plains of North America, was extirpated in Alberta about 1938. Factors in the species’ disappearance were (as usual) habitat loss, competition with the domestic animals taking over the range to replace the bison, and (presumably) accidental trapping and poisoning meant for other animals. Also, European settlers brought prejudices from their homelands, a fox was a fox, and they likely did not recognize the Swift Fox as a beneficial force rather than a competitor.

Beginning in 1983, Swift Foxes bred in captivity were reintroduced into the wild in Alberta, with some success, and a breeding population was reestablished in the southeast of the province. This song was written for an ecological festival in support of the Cochrane Ecological Institute, an organization breeding the Swift Fox in captivity.

The song is included on a compilation CD of songs from that festival, available from the Institute through their website at www.ceinst.org. The Institute also has had success establishing the species in Montana. Unfortunately the festival (EcoFest) was not a fundraising success, and did not become an annual event.

**Those Little Foxes**

*John Leeder*

---

```
Voice C F C G C

Out on the prairie, in the days of the buffalo, lived little foxes,

where the sage and the short-grass grow, but like the buffalo they were driven from the range,

They lived no more on the broad Alberta plain. Those little foxes, they used to share the land,

These little foxes, some day we'll understand. Those little foxes, running wild and free,

These little foxes, they're part of you and me."
```
Out on the prairie, in the days of the buffalo,
Lived little foxes, where the sage and the shortgrass grow,
But like the buffalo they were driven from the range,
They lived no more on the broad Alberta plains.

Chorus:
Those little foxes, they used to share this land,
Those little foxes, someday we’ll understand,
Those little foxes, running wild and free,
Those little foxes, they’re a part of you and me.

The settlers came, put land beneath the plough,
Where the buffalo roamed now grazed the horse and cow;
With traps and poisons eradicating pests,
And the little foxes they perished with the rest.

Chorus.

Now times are changing and thinking’s been reversed,
Those little foxes are a blessing, not a curse,
They’ve been returned to Alberta’s lone prairie,
Those little foxes are running wild and free.

Chorus twice.

The other two songs are transcribed from Rosaleen’s singing. The first was collected in the 1940s by Gerald Doyle from its author, Otto Kelland, and is often considered traditional. The first verse is often repeated at the end. You can find a slightly different transcription of the Ontario song as “On the Banks of the Don” in Songs of the North Woods, edited by Laszlo Vikar and Jeanette Panagapka.

---

Let Me Fish Off Cape St. Mary’s

Otto P. Kelland

Take me back to my Western boat,
Let me fish off Cape St. Mary’s,
Where the hagdowns sail and the foghorns wail,
With my friends the Browns and the Clearys,
Let me fish off Cape St. Mary’s.

Let me feel my dory lift
To the broad Atlantic combers,
Where the tide rips swirl and the wild ducks whirl,
Where old Neptune calls the numbers,
‘Neath the broad Atlantic combers.

Let me sail up Golden Bay
With my oilskins all a-streamin’
From the thunder squall, when I hauled me trawl,
And my old Cape Ann a-gleamin’,
With my oilskins all a-streamin’.

Let me view that rugged shore,
Where the beach is all a-glisten,
With the caplin spawn where from dusk to dawn
You bait your trawl and listen
To the undertow a-hissin’.

When I reach that last big shoal
Where the ground swells break asunder,
Where the wild sands roll to the surges toll,
Let me be a man and take it
When my dory fails to make it.

Take me back to that snug green cove
Where the seas roll up in their thunder,
There let me rest in the earth’s cool breast
Where the stars shine out their wonder,
And the seas roll up their thunder.
On the banks of the Don there’s a dear little spot,  
A boarding house proper where you get your meals hot,  
You’ll get fine bread and water, and you won’t pay a cent,  
Your taxes are paid for, your board, and your rent.

If you want to get into the palace so neat,  
Take Tanglefoot whiskey, and get drunk on the street;  
You’ll have a fine family carriage to drive you to town,  
To that grand institution just over the Don.

Our boarders are honest, not one of them steals,  
For we count all our knives and forks after each meal;  
Our windows are airy, and barred up besides,  
To keep our good boarders from falling outside.

So turn out every man of you, all in a line,  
From the cell to the stoneyard you all must keep time;  
You’ll work like a Turk ’til the bell it strikes one,  
In that grand institution just over the Don.

**Treasures from Our Archives**

**Twenty Years Ago**
*Bulletin* 22.2-4 (December 1988). A response to “hard times” was a triple issue – not, unfortunately, with triple content, but with a respectable batch of articles. There was soul-searching in Bill Sarjeant’s “Folk Music Today: A Problem of Definition” (has anything changed?!?) and Murray Shoolbraid’s “The Meaning of ‘Traditional’”; George Lyon gave us “Folk Music in NFB Films,” and David W. Watts contributed “Folk Music in Children’s Music Education in the English-Speaking World”; “Two More Railroad Songs from Alberta” came from Tim Rogers. In addition to the railroad songs, Bill Gallaher’s “The Newfoundland Sealers” and “The Skookumchuk Camp Song” (also from Tim Rogers) saw print. Donald Deschênes reviewed a number of LPs of Quebec instrumental music on Folkways; also reviewed were recordings André Alain: *Violoneux de St-Basile de Portneuf*, Anne Lederman’s compilation

**Old Native and Métis Fiddling in Manitoba** and Barry & Lyn Luft’s *Flower in the Snow*, as well as the book *Bruce Cockburn: All the Diamonds*.

**Fifteen Years Ago**
*Bulletin* 27.4 (December 1993). This issue was mistakenly identified as 27.3 on its cover. It was sort of a theme issue, including “Jewish Languages, Jewish Songs” by Nomi Kaston, “Mir Zenen Do: Montreal Memories” by Rona Altrows, “Klezmer in Canada, East and West” by George Lyon, and “Two Shtetl Folksongs: ‘Die Soch’ and ‘Der Mail Lied’ ” from Ghitta Sternberg. There was also an EthnoFolk Letter from Judith Cohen, an Ottawa (and Area) Folk Directory, and reviews of books “*Ribbons, Bells and Squeaking Fiddles*”: The Social History of Morris Dancing in the English South Midlands (Keith Chandler) and Whistling Jigs to the Moon: Tales of Irish and Scottish Pipers (Joanne Asala) and
recordings Close to the Floor: Newfoundland Dance Music and Six Mile Bridge.

Ten Years Ago
Bulletin 32.4 (December 1998). The issue showcased an interview with Max Ferguson entitled “Music is a very subjective thing...”, with Barry Luft and Jim Dauncey posing the questions, as well as two articles on folk music’s therapeutic uses: “A Journey in Song with Recovering Alcoholics” (Dr. Wilfred Gallant) and “The Potential of Music to Help Patients with Dyspnea and Anxiety” (Dr. Leslie Hall). Two songs by Dr. Gallant, “The Wet, Dark, Dusty Seam” and “Back Home Again”, accompanied his article. A traditional song from Northern Ontario, “L’Ivrogne et les puces”, was also included. Judith Cohen contributed an EthnoFolk Letter entitled “Revival and Traditional”, and columns “Over the Waves” (radio) and “The Centrefold” (magazines) also appeared. Numerous recordings from French Canada were reviewed, as well as the Lunenburg Folk Harbour Festival, Ken Hamm’s CD Galvanized! and Chris McKhool’s Earth, Seas and Air. There were four short editorials as well as the usual news and other ongoing features.

Five Years Ago
Bulletin 37.4 (Winter 2003). This issue was kicked off by an interview by David Gregory with Kiran Ahluwalia, accompanied by a review of her two CDs, Kishish/Attraction and Beyond Boundaries. Next was an article from Phil Thomas, “D’ye Ken Sam Hughes?” and Two Other Songs from the Great War, 1914-1918”; the other two songs were “Sam Hughes’ Army” and “We Are, We Are, We Are Canadians!”. Tim Rogers updated the song “Hard, Hard Times for the Mad Cow”. Other songs included were “Cotter’s Lament” (an SCA song by Nancy Niles and James Prescott) and Sol Sigurdsson’s “The Cruise of the Spear”. Minutes of the AGM in Athabasca, an article on the singing which took place at that conference, the Canadian Folk Festival Directory and a plethora of reviews made up the rest of the issue.

These issues (and all back issues, either in original form or as photocopies) are available from CSTM Back Issues, 224 20th Ave. NW, Calgary, Alta. T2M 1C2. For pricing, see the Mail Order Service catalogue or website (www.yorku.ca/cstm and follow the links), or contact john.leeder@nucleus.com. Cumulative Tables of Contents of all issues since 1982 are available on the website as well.

Reviews: A Peak in Darien

Some of these will be reviewed in upcoming issues; some are outside our purview, but are included as a courtesy to the people who sent them to us, and to inform our readers.

Book/CD
Ronald Labelle (Editor). Chansons acadiennes de Pubnico et Grand-Étang, tirées de la collection Helen Creighton/ Acadian Songs from Pubnico and Grand-Étang, From the Helen Creighton Collection. Helen Creighton Folklore Society, c/o Evergreen House, Dartmouth Heritage Museum, 26 Newcastle St., Dartmouth, N.S. B2Y 3M5; www.helencreighton.org; Chaire de recherche McCain en ethnologie acadienne, Département d’études françaises, Université de Moncton, Moncton, N-B E1A 3E9; Ronald.labelle@umoncton.ca; www.umoncton.ca/ermea

Recordings
Cori Brewster. Buffalo St. BRI005. Shadow Lake Music, Box 8027, Canmore, Alta. T1W 2T8; info@coribrwester.com; www.coribrwester.com; www.myspace.com/coribrewster

Mel Hynes and the Kootenay Legends. History in the Making; Part 1. Mel Hynes, c/o Gen. Del., Harrowgate, B.C. V0A 1J0

Northern Cree. True Blue: Pow-Wow Songs Recorded Live at Red Mountain. CR-6456. Canyon Records, 3131 West Clarendon Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85017, USA; canyon@canyonrecords.com; www.canyonrecords.com

Various. Alberta: Wild Roses, Northern Lights. SFW CD 40538. Smithsonian Folkways Recordings, Centre for Folklife and Cultural Heritage, 750 9th St. NW, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC 20560-0953, USA; smithsonianfolkways@si.edu; www.folkways.si.edu

Warscout. Many Tribes One Nation: Pow-Wow Songs Recorded Live at San Manuel. CR-6457. Canyon Records (address above)
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